The Moor is a biweekly publication run by the students, for the school

and surrounding community. It strives not only to inform them of what is occurring on campus and its surroundings, but also to express the voices of the student
body as an open forum. The Moor serves as a checks and balance for the district,
a watch dog so to speak. Students are encouraged to submit letters and engage in
meaningful dialogue. Topics are covered in four main categories: news, opinions,
features and sports. Serving the community for over the past 100 years, The Moor
is proud to be inducted into the National Scholastic Press Association Hall of
Fame on April 16 because of receiving 10 consecutive “All American Awards.”
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Meet The Moor Family

Lights. Camera. Action! Are you ready to go behind the
scenes of The Moor? Letʼs take a look and see what goes
on with this student publication. Once you step through the
door of C-225, you will see staff writers bustling about the
room. On the left hand side, you will be greeted by our adviser, Mr. Padilla. Everyone is hard at work, typing on the
computers, cranking out articles—all in the effort to meet
deadlines.

Besides sporting the fancy masthead, the News section
takes the ﬁrst and second pages of the paper. It strives to
cover the ﬁve basic Wʼs and one H: who, what, when,
where, why and the how of a story.
“I enjoy being able to work with incredibly intelligent
and knowledgeable people. As a student at AHS, I enjoy
reading stories that affect our environment. It is my responsibility to make sure my writers are getting edits done in a
timely matter, the articles [meet] high journalism standards
and that [we] are learning what it takes to be well-rounded
writers,” said News Editor Alan Tam.
On the other hand, the Opinions page is purely editorialized, concise and speciﬁc. Popular issues are discussed in
ﬁrst person and a personal judgment on a topic is strongly
supported. Opinions also manages the Moor Viewpoints on
page six, which gives the student body a chance to express
their opinion on certain questions concerning recent events.
“[My favorite part about being a part of the Moor is]

Get to Know Moor:
The Adviser
from former and current

Meet the man, Mark Padilla, who has
guided The Moor staff through many years
of success.
You have advised The Moor for ten
years, why have you decided to continue?
The kids have a passion for what they
do—[they have] a strong work ethic and
the willingness to uphold the student voice
in a responsible way.
What are your expectations for The
Moor in the future?
Pacemaker (would be nice), one of the
most prestigious journalism awards, as
well as continued success at competitions—regionally, statewide and nationally.
Lastly, to continue producing solid student
journalists who value its true purpose.
How do you currently feel about the
paper?
Very proud. Moving to a sixth period cut
our staff in half and I couldnʼt be prouder
of what theyʼre pulling off.
What are the strengths of the publication?
A lot of smarts. We have integrity and a
uniﬁed mission that keeps us on task and
we know that our purpose is to serve the
student body.
What are the weaknesses?
[The weaknesses are] limiting our acceptance rate because we are a sixth period.
[Also], ﬁnancing sometimes poses challenges because we are entirely self-sustaining, raising $5000 each year. We are fortunate enough to receive generous donations

What awards has The Moor won?
Weʼve won numerous awards throughout my ten years as adviser, ranging from
regional sweepstakes through the East Los
Angeles Journalism Association, numerous
awards through Southern California Journalism Education Association, as well as
recognition from National Scholastic Press
Association (NSPA), and “First Class Ranking” through American Scholastic Press
Association. Weʼve also been recognized
as a “Newspaper of Excellence” by the Los
Angeles Times. Most recently, weʼre proud
to be inducted into NSPAʼs “Hall of Fame,”
one of their most prestigious awards.
What do you like about The Moor?
I like what we do, what we stand for, as
well as the wonderful kids who dedicate
their time to being part of this outstanding
organization.
Where did you attend high school and
college did you attend?
I attended Schurr High School. I got a BA
and MA at CSULA.
What did you major in?
I majored in English with a minor in
philosophy and a MA in Educational Leadership.
What sparked your interest in journalism?
My neighboring colleagues who are wellseasoned, provided me with greater clarity
about what the school newspaper means,
and Iʼve always valued that and hope to
inspire it within my staff.
By StaffWriter Cynthia Luong

learning how to work on a team, being professional and
expressing free thought. I work with my partner Daisy,
and we ﬁnd topics that are interesting and controversial [to
write about],” said Opinions Editor Catherine Chiang.
Following is our very own Features page which is a mix
between News and Opinions. Facts and opinions as well
as quotes and information are weaved together. Usually,
a broad subject is chosen and broken down into particular
parts. The creative graphics and widespread layout style is
what makes this page stand out.
“[I like] being able to inform the student body about what
is occurring around campus. The Features Page gives me an
opportunity to interview many students and faculty members to construct an entertaining page for our readers,” said
Features Editor Karolina Zydziak.
Next is the Sports page where writers really have to “stay
on top of their game.” Details and statistics on a precise
game story are reported and athletes or coaches are interviewed. Word choice is important in these articles so that
when they are read, emotions are felt. It is portrayed in a
way that the readers seem to be living the experience of the
game at the very moment.
“Everyone works together and we bond like a family. We
cover the preseason games, CIF and sports that stand out
and how they are doing overall,” said Sports Editor
Angelyne Chu.
By StaffWriter Dalla Wong
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Senior Editor in Chief

June is drawing closer, which means the seniors will
What are your responsibilities as EIC?
soon be departing for their anxiously awaited college
They range from little things like ﬁlling out competition
years. Before the senior EIC, Yvonne Lee, leaves, letʼs get forms to big things like editing and making sure everyone is
to know more about her job.
on task.
What do you like about being on The Moor staff?
I love being on The Moor. It is such a privilege to be
able to be part of an organization that seeks to inform the
student body. I also love how weʼre a family unit, very
different but we have all been able to bond well.
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Senior Editor in Chief,
Yvonne Lee

What process does each article go through, prior to
publication?
Basically, there are four deadlines—topic deadline, where
we approve topics or give better ones; writersʼ meeting,
where we go over [articles] and see if everyone is on task;
EIC/copy edits, where we check and scrutinize drafts carefully; layout deadline, where we send it to a publishing
press and proceed to distribute.
By StaffWriter Dalla Wong

